In this paper we generalize to vector-valued random processes some results obtained in [1] for linearly estimating coefficients in regression models. Of special importance is the problem of estimating the mean for a stationary vectorvalued random sequence or process.
Introduction.
In this paper we generalize to vector-valued random processes some results obtained in [1] for linearly estimating coefficients in regression models. Of special importance is the problem of estimating the mean for a stationary vectorvalued random sequence or process.
Let T be an arbitrary index set and X(t), t £ T, be an r X 1 vector-valued random process with known r X r matrix-valued covariance function R(s, t). We allow the components of X(t) to be complex-valued. X(t) has mean value where /3(t) is a known r X m matrix-valued regression function and c is an unknown m X 1 vector of regression constants cx, c2, • • • , cm . The process is observed for t in a fixed subset S of T. To be considered is the problem of forming unbiased estimators c, for the c,-from linear combinations of the components of the observations. Of particular interest for each j is the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) cjiBLU for c, , i.e. that c, having least variance.
A partial list of related papers in regression analysis was given in [1] , These papers deal primarily with scalar processes, although Rosenblatt [6] considered stationary vector processes in generalizing results of Grenander [3] concerning asymptotic efficiency of the least squares estimator (LSE) for certain regressions in discrete time. Most authors consider the problem of finding the BLUE for special cases of regression models. Instead, we employ a general Hilbert space setting as in [1] , without initially restricting the model. The notation and methods of this paper are similar to those in [1] , with some minor modifications.
In Sec. 2 we formalize the model and define what is meant by linear unbiased estimators. By a reparametrization we find in Sec. 3 that the model is equivalent to one already studied in [1] , and obtain a useful representation of the c,,BLU and their covariance matrix (Theorem 1). We note also how lower bounds for this covariance matrix may be obtained (Theorem 2). In Sees. 4 and 5 we apply these results to large-sample estimation of the mean for a stationary vector-valued process in discrete and continuous time, respectively. Theorems 3 and 5 show that the covariance matrices of the BLUE and LSE (or sample mean) approach the same limit, while Theorems 4 and 6 show that the LSE is asymptotically efficient relative to the BLUE under fairly general conditions. In Sec. 6 we discuss a more general situation for stationary processes that may be studied by our methods, and cite the results for the simplest case.
Definitions and notation.
We regard our vector process X(t) as defined on a space S2, which could be taken as sample path space. Letting \xc be a probability measure corresponding to the regression vector c, we describe our model by [ X(t) dpc = P(t)c (1) and
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where the prime denotes Hermitian transposition. As noted, X(t) is r X 1, |8(0 is r X m, c is m X 1 and R(s, t) is r X r. We denote the components of these vectors and matrices respectively by Xj{t), £,*(<), ct and Rik{s, t) in the usual way. Of special importance is the measure yu0 corresponding to c = 0, and E will always represent expectation with respect to y.0. Equalities between and claims of uniqueness for random variables are understood to be modulo Mo • We denote by H X(S) the subspace of L2(no) spanned by the Xj(t) for 1 < j < r and t £ S. HX(T) is similarly defined.
A finite linear estimator has the form c, = ^2 a,X(tv), tv £ S, 
v the 1 X m row vector with entries o,k. From (1) and (2) it is apparent that the variance of such a c, (whether unbiased or not) is the same under all nc and is given by E |c,|2. Similarly, the covariance between two estimators of the form (3) does not depend on c.
Letting U, (S) be the closure in L2(n0) of the set of all finite linear combinations (3) that satisfy (4), we define a linear unbiased estimator for c, as any element c, in U,(S), and its variance by E \ c,| . A linear unbiased estimator for c is an m X 1 random vector c whose components c, £ Uj(S) for 1 < j < m, and we denote its covariance matrix by <t(c) = Ecc'. While some interpretational questions may arise from these definitions, they are easily resolved. The reader is referred to Kuk and Petunin [4] for a discussion of some technical problems that arise in defining estimators.
To guarantee existence of linear unbiased estimators, we assume throughout the sequel that the columns of /3(<), considered as functions on S, are linearly independent. Then each Uj(S) is a non-empty closed convex subset of HX(S) and contains a unique element ciiBLU of minimum norm E \cj,BLU\2. The BLUE cBLU for c is defined as the m X 1 vector having components Cj,BLU , and its covariance matrix is <j{cblu).
Representation
of the BLUE. We may reformulate the model in terms of the scalar process X(t, j) = X,(t) depending on the parameter (t, j). Under y.c this scalar process has mean value ck/3k(t, j), where f3k{t, j) = fi,k(l), and covariance function R(s, j; t, k) = Rlk(s, t). The problem of estimating cx , • • • , cm from linear combinations of the X (t, j) for t G S and 1 < j < r is then equivalent to the one encountered in Sec. 8 of [1] . A restatement of Theorem 5 in [1] , with appropriate notational changes, yields 
Then \p has nonsingular covariance matrix <j{\p) = Eip\p' and
Moreover, a(c) -<r(cBLU) is positive semidefinite for any linear unbiased estimator c for c. If (5) has no solution as specified, then a(cBLU) is singular. We note that the results in [1] were proved only for real-valued quantities. However, extensions to the complex case are obvious. The statement in the theorem that a{c) -u) is positive semidefinite is true whether (5) has a solution or not, as is well known.
In addition, <r(c) = a(cBLU) only if c = cBIlU .
Also immediately applicable to our model is the result in Sec. 8 of [1] giving a lower bound for a(cBLU). Employing the standard notation for Hermitian matrices of writing A > B to mean that A -B is positive semidefinite, we have Theorem 2. If (5) has a solution ip with components in HX(T), then is nonsingular and <t(cblu) > cr(t^)-1. If (5) has no such solution, <r(cBLU) is singular.
Application to stationary sequences.
Let X(t), t = 0, ±1, ... be an r X 1 vectorvalued random sequence that is wide-sense stationary with mean value c and covariance function R(s, t) = R(s -t) under the measure/xc. This corresponds to T = {0, ±1, • ■ • j, m = r and (3(t) = I (the r X ?' identity matrix) in the general case, c is to be estimated from the observations X(t) for t = 1, 2, • • • , N. We shall compare performance as N -> co of the LSE, or sample mean, cLS = NN X(t) with that of the BLUE. The two theorems we shall prove are the direct vector analogues of Theorem 3 in [1] , The proofs are however somewhat complicated by the fact that we are dealing with covariance matrices, not scalar variances.
We make use of well-known spectral representations (see, e.g., Rozanov [5] ). Thus
where the r X r matrix-valued spectral distribution function F(X) has positive semidefinite increments. We employ the decomposition
where the real and imaginary parts of all components of dFs(X) are singular with respect to d\ and the r X r Hermitian matrix /(X) > 0 for all X. Fs(\) includes both the discrete and singular parts of the spectrum. Making note of the spectral decomposition of each component Xj(t) of X (t), we may also write X(t) = J exp (ii\) dZ{\).
Here as N -> oo. Since <r(cBLU) < o-(cLS), the proof will be complete if we establish that o(cBLU) > dF{0). In fact, it will be enough to show that aa(c)a' = E |ac|2 > a dF(0)a'
for any 1 X r row vector a and linear unbiased estimator c.
Since (8) is certainly true if the quantity on the right vanishes, we assume that a dF(0)a' > 0 and set y = [a dF{Gi)a')~la. The random variable <£ = y dZ{0) is in HX(T) and is seen to satisfy EX(t)<j> = d,F (Q)y' for all t. It follows that FJc$ = dF(O)y' and hence that Eac<f> -a dF(0)y' = 1. But the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality then yields E |ac|2 > 1 /E \<j>\2 = I/7 dF(0)7' = a dF(0)a', as desired.
The next theorem shows that, under fairly general conditions, both <t(cBlu) and <KciS) approach their common limit at the same rate. In the proof we require a spectral representation of the elements in HX(T), already implied in the proof of Theorem 3. as iV -* oo ; hence Na^y1 -> /(0) and the proof is complete. The theorem states in a sense that cLS is asymptotically efficient relative to cBLU. For FS(X) = 0, the result is essentially a slightly strengthened version of a special case in Rosenblatt [6] . The point of condition (ii) is to allow /(X) to be singular at points with, however, these singularities "removable" by |p(X)|2.
Let L2(dF) be the class of all 1 X r row vector-valued functions h(\) for which J-T' h(\) dF(\)h(\)' < 00. As shown by Rozanov [5], L2(dF) is a Hilbert space with inner product J_T' h,(\) dF(\)h2(\)' that is isometric to HX(T). The isometry is given

Application to stationary processes.
We pass now to the continuous-time analogue of the preceding section. Thus T = (-oo; oo) and X(t), -oo <<< «o,isanr X 1 vector-valued process that is wide-sense stationary under each , with mean value c and covariance function Ii (s -t). c is to be estimated from observations Xit) for 0 < t < A. The LSE or sample mean is now cLS = A~l f0A X(t) dl, and its performance is to be compared to that of the BLUE as A -» oo.
We assume that (each component of) X(t) is continuous in the mean-square sense, so that R (1) admits a spectral representation R(t) = J exp (itX) dF(X).
The spectral distribution function F(X) is decomposed as in (6), with a similar interpretation as therein. Similarly, we write X(t) = J exp (itX) dZ(X), where Z(X) has properties as in Sec. 4 and satisfies (7). The Hilbert space L2(dF) isometric to HX(T) is defined as in the preceding section, except that all integrals are now over (-00, co). We may choose finite linear unbiased estimators cN for c such that cN -> cBh v (componentwise) slsN -* co, hence also a(cN) -> a (cBLU). By an argument as in Theorem 4, each <t(cn) -dF(0) is bounded below by the covariance matrix of the BLUE calculated under the hypothesis that Fs(\) = 0. Therefore c(6BLU) -dF{0) is similarly so bounded below. It suffices thus to assume that Fs vanishes and to show that Aa(cBLU) is then bounded below by a matrix that approaches /(0) as A -» co.
Without loss of generality we may take the constants t" of the function p(X) in condition (ii) to be non-negative, and assume that p (0) ^ 0. We let 7 = max Defining
where n is the integer in condition (ii), we see that the r X r matrix The case of r -m independent constraints may be transformed into the model J X (t) due = 13c, where X (t) is stationary and /3 is a constant r X m matrix (m < r) of rank m. The LSE is now cLSwhere X is the sample mean. While cLS is not necessarily asymptotically efficient, one might conjecture that there is an asymptotically efficient estimator based on the sample mean. Such an estimator would have the form c = BX, where B is some m X r left inverse of /3. A study of this possibility could be based on the theorems in Sec. 3 and methods of Sees. 4 and 5.
We restrict our attention in the present paper to the stationary case when m = r and / X (t) due = /3c, where /3 is r X r and non-singular. According to the above remarks, this corresponds in a sense to no linear constraints among the means, and should lead to results of the type given in Sees. 4 and 5.
Such results are now easily obtainable by a simple transformation and without detailed analysis. We set Y(t) = fi~lX(t) and note that the F-process has spectral measure /T1 dF(\)fi if the X-process has spectral measure dF(\). As J Y(t) dy.c = c and cLS = 0~*X = f, we immediately find that Theorems 3 through 6 remain valid for this case as long as dF(0) and /(0) in the conclusions therein are replaced, respectively, by /3_1 dF(0)fi and /?-1/(0)/3.
